Bmw 328i in snow

I'm pretty sure these are front wheel drive. I don't think BMW makes a rear wheel drive 3 series.
That is a very strange move on BMW's part. You can get the car in AWD but it's going to cost
more, and you are right to be a little hesitant to purchase one that is rear wheel drive. It will be
fine in the rain, but driving a rear wheel drive in the snow is not an easy task. I am sure they will
have traction control and skid control and all of those safety features but I would seriously think
about buying a rear wheel drive car especially in Massachusetts I wouldn't take that thing out in
the snow. Good luck finding your new car. Ask me more questions if you need more help!
Robert answered 13 years ago. Back to the question at hand. The rear end is going to want to
come around on you in snow. Just drive cautiously, and do not jerk the wheel. In the rain, you
should be fine. It's not THAT powerful. You might look for a good set of snow tires if it snows a
lot where you live, otherwise, all-season tires will do fine. Front wheel drive is cheaper to
manufacture, and not as reliable. Stewart answered 12 years ago. Robert answered 12 years
ago. I dont ever remember BMW making a car that was front wheel drive beside the all wheel
drive cars. Also I live in Iowa and snow fall was decent lets say this year. I had no problem in the
snow, its not weather you have front or rear wheel drive cars its more the type of tires you have
on your vehicle. I have summer rims and tires and also winter rims and tires. I bought a cheap
pair of snow tires and I had no problem in the snow. If you don't want the hassel of having to
change tires every season then just buy a nice all season tire. You will still have no problems in
the snow. As for the traction system, yes it is a big pain in the ass in the winter time but BMW
has now fixed the problem. They have created half mode or snow mode for their traction control
system. When in full mode on the traction system when a tire slips the engine throttle is cut off
and the brakes are applied. If you are thinking about winter impossible ot make it up a iced hill.
But in half mode only the brake will be applied for major wheel slippage no engine throttle will
be cut off. BMW were ment to go through the moutains in germany. David answered 12 years
ago. Cause its simply the best thing to do when you want to do some good driving!! In snow
and in rain OLD BMW's were harder to steer thats true its because there was no weight on the
rear wheel and therefore they had less grip However i see you are planning on buying a model
Now i don't know where you live ut i can tell you that if you have that much snow all thru the
year its obviously better to take snowtyres That is by the way something you should do with
frontwheel drive as well Anyway my conclusion In case you are doubting between front and rear
wheel always go for rear ; BUT of course if you have tons of snow all thr the year Go for 4wd
Rob answered 12 years ago. The DSC does an execellent job of limiting over throttle and wheel
slip. It applies the brakes and straightens the car out quite nice. My only recomendation is a
good set of winter tires, not all seasons. I own a 04 ci was just fine in my canada winter. Joseph
answered 12 years ago. Stacey answered 12 years ago. I didn't have a problem with the
handling of the car in the snow, my problem was because it sits so low, snow packed up
underneath and when it was really cold out, it froze up on me and I couldn't get it to go forward
or backward until it warmed up alittle. Andreas answered 12 years ago. I own a i guess you
don't have such small engines in the US, eh? If you own one, refer to your trusted Chinese
manufacturer. Either way, usually with all those electronics gadgets like stability control,
traction control and ABS, things are fine. Just ease back on the throttle in bends and things
usually are fine. Nowadays, the difference between RWD and FWD in snow gets thinner and
thinner, as the RWD's disadvantages are mostly compensated by all those systems you have in
modern cars. I wouldn't worry about it too much Aron answered 12 years ago. All 3 series are
rear wheel drive, they have traction controll to stop the spining in wet weather. All BMW's are
raer wheel drive. Paul answered 12 years ago. The car should handle just fine just drive
intelligently I drove a SS Camaro with a good hp through 2 winters when I was a teenager and
never spun it around or got stuck because I drove smart I'd rather drive rear wheel or awd than
ever drive a puller FWD. Elliot answered 12 years ago. Front wheel drive is terrible! Under-steer,
torque steer, gross! I'm thinking the best way would to get the hood popped then hooking a
jumper pack up. Then push the unlock bdoor button in the center consul. Will this work? I
would like to know the MPG of a e 6 cyl with standard transmision? I have a different car.
Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Im concerned as I have always driven front wheel? Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new BMW 3
Series question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for
Sale. Both have advantages and disadvantages. Zero problems. The key is get snows on all four
wheels some people still only get them for the drive wheels-bad idea , and the suggestion about
getting cheaper steel wheels for them is a good one. I've never driven a Just make sure you

have good tires. So unless you've driven one in the snow, then you don't know how well it
drives. Just because its RWD that doesn't mean it'll drive horribly in the snow. Its the German
engineering. I've got a rear wheel drive car mazda miata without traction control and it's an
absolute nightmare in snow or ice. It gets stranded on even a gentle slope in light snow and just
goes sideways. If you could imagine trying to move a piano up a frozen hill of ice. If you pulled it
behind you, you could go straight up. If you pushed it, and were pushing it just slightly more on
one side, the piano would start to veer off in the opposite direction. Also, with the car being rear
wheel drive, there is less weight over the powered wheels, so grip is lessened when starting
from a stop. It's easy to do, and they realyl do work that much better. Trending News. Wife of
drug kingpin El Chapo arrested in Virginia. Pat Sajak called out for mocking contestant. Top
volleyball duo boycott country over bikini ban. Jobless workers may face a surprise tax bill. Do
you know your privilege? An eye-opening lesson. Answer Save. Europe1 Lv 4. Easy answer is
no, because it's rear wheel drive. Same with rear wheel drive, in principal. How do you think
about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Still have questions? Get your answers
by asking now. This article explores some of the reality of BMW winter driving, looks at reasons
for their poor performance, and considers the solutions. It is written from a UK perspective
where we have occasional snow. Winter tyres are an unfamiliar concept, and the four wheel
drive BMW is a rarity rather than the norm. She gets stuck on the camber of the road with the
car sliding all over the place. It is going sideways rather than forward, and cannot get over the
massive incline that a normal road camber suddenly represents. She gives up, car is in the
middle of the road, and asks me for help. After five or ten minutes of gently trying to persuade
the BMW to navigate the icy road I give up. When I use my front wheel drive Toyota, no problem
at all. Any skidding is purely for fun â€” I love doing handbrake turns when the roads are iced
up. He has had a variety of company cars â€” one every three years for thirty years â€” and
does thirty thousand odd miles a year. Two years ago he got a BMW 3 series â€” good mileage,
low CO2 and all round ticks the boxes for company taxation benefits. He says he will never get a
BMW again. In winter it is an absolute menace with loss of grip, a no goer in the ice and snow
â€” he sees it as dangerous. They are desired by many drivers and they are great to drive. The
BMW driver is the one parked up or sliding across the road â€” while the theoretically crappy 1.
Rubber - the compound for summer tyres is effective down to about 7 degrees Celcius. Below
that it hardens rapidly. The winter tyre silica rubber mix is optimised for lower temperatures.
Rear wheel drive â€” an eye opener for someone like me who drives a front wheel drive. I could
not believe how much harder to control a spinning back wheel is compared to a spinning front
wheel. Tyre width â€” there are complex arguments about grip distribution and the actions on
snow. I am not a physicist. Run flat tyres â€” I am dubious about these anyway. They seem like
a compromise to me, or maybe I am just being old fashioned. Performance â€” the BMW tends
not to be a gentle car to drive, it is a power machine. One of the key elements, and one that is
hard to get round, is that in cold weather the rubber of the summer tyre hardens. It becomes
naturally less grippy, at a time of year with leaves, wet, ice and snow when you need it most.
Every rear wheel drive BMW should come with a free snow shovel. If a wheel loses grip - either
when braking or accelerating - the power or brake will be temporarily interrupted. It is a sign
that you are driving too hard or the roads are particularly slippy. In any case you should take it
as a warning and be as gentle as possible. There are a few short cuts which might improve
things, or might make your car even more dangerous. Driving technique. All the old boring stuff
about starting in second gear, being gentle, leaving lots of space, anticipation. Weight in the
boot. Sandbags, cement, kerbstones â€” anything that gives a degree of extra weight over the
rear wheels will probably help traction. At first I thought that would be a great idea until I read
about weight distribution and the need to be able to steer as well as move forward! Deflate the
tyres slightly. It might help, but it is not an area I would want to get into. Wheel gloves. These
are emergency, get you home, solutions for a bit of snow. Do not overdo the additional weight
in the rear or you can affect front-wheel steering. I believe a set of winter tyres for a One series
comes in at about one thousand pounds. That includes wheels as well, because run flats cannot
be swapped over like normal tyres. More on run flats further down. At first glance that seems
ridiculous, and of course it is, but then you get used to an amount of excessive pricing with
BMW. In Germany, they are required by law to change to winter tyres for several months.
Overall the tyre wear is half as much as normal, because you change twice a year, so the total
cost is not much more than just using one set of normal tyres. There is no such law in the UK,
and winter tyres are still a bit of a rarity. It might be possible to pick up a set of second hand
winter tyres for your model, or to cut a more reasonable deal with a local garage. In my opinion,
having read as much information as I can bear on the subject, winter tyres are the only option to
keep running through the bad winter periods. A set of winter tyres for the BMW is
astronomically expensive. Get rid of your BMW and buy something else. After the experience of

winter driving this is an attractive idea. Buy a winter runabout â€” a secondhand front wheel
drive anything â€” that works in bad conditions. Five hundred pounds and up, plus road tax,
insurance, and so on. If only you could test drive a rear-wheel drive BMW in the snow before
buying Why do you have to buy steel wheels, steels, when it would seem all you need to do is
swap the summer tyres with the winter ones and then back again? It is because run flats are
special. They 'might' come off and back on again perfectly well. Or they might not. So the proper
way to do it is to get a spare set of wheels with the winter tyres on, and swap the whole lot come
spring or autumn. The price these tyres are anyway who would want to risk having a few fail
when it comes to putting them back on? If you need extra wheel grip to get out of a stuck
situation, try turning off the traction control. Apparently it is possible that one rear wheel can be
slipping, while the other is not doing anything due to the slip differential whatever that is. By
using the handbrake, gently! Winter coat, drinks, something to wee in, torch, charged phone,
keep that fuel topped up, and so on. It would be madness to drive out when there is an inch of
snow on the ground. We had TWO whole inches a while back and some unlucky drivers were
stuck in their cars overnight for twelve miserable hours. The great thing about owning a rear
wheel drive car is that you won't be expected to come into work. Every one knows they are
lethal in the snow and ice. And nobody wants to be stuck behind one while the owner attempts
to drive in a straight line. A drivers machine, engineered, precision, expensive. Winter driving?
Oh well, you'll need to buy another car if you want to do that". If you are lucky enough to be
purchasing a BMW then you might like to wipe the smile off the dealer's face. Once you have
negotiated that part then ask how they plan to service your car - swapping the tyres in and out
for the winter season. Yes, four tyres and wheels in the back of a One Series - for a lady owner
to manhandle in and out of her car. Not what I thought the BMW owner image was about. Ask
them if they think that is the sort of service BMW should be providing? In Germany the garage
stores the tyres and swaps them at NO cost. If you have just realised how poorly a rear wheel
drive performs in the snow and ice you might also ask your dealer - why didn't they tell you
about winter tyres being a necessity not a luxury? I remember being on a date. She lived up a
hill. In front, a BMW Li fish tailing and unable to get over. The car went through a three point
turn of sorts with all the slipping and sliding. He then proceeded to reverse up the hill but
struggled quite a bit. Looking at me, the good lady was worried and asked whether she should
walk a mile in the freezing snow. I told her not to worry and the front wheel drive VW Golf on all
season tyres just glided up the hill. I then spent the next 5 minutes explaining to her about rear
wheel drive. I married her in the end and she wanted a Mercedes. We see other rear wheel drive
cars parked up and some on the road we keep well away from! The winter tyres have seen three
winters so far and still have sufficient tread. This is one of the very reasons Mark started this
blog A sad inditement of attitude. Second, my own experience of driving a BMW Z3 for the past
10 years as well as many other cars alongside this, is that winter tyres do work. I have a set of
Nokian winter tyres with wheels bought on eBay that I keep in my garage and change twice a
year. It is a pain but a worthwhile one. Snow is rare in the UK but has a major impact when it
arrives. I choose to be prepared for it when it does. Last winter my Z3 was one of very few cars
on the road that was not 4WD that I saw in the NE of England over a number of days of proper
snow. I got many surprised and sometimes worried looks from the other drivers on the road that
I was able to drive a car that is well known to be challenging in winter weather. With good winter
tyres - I use Nokian - it is entirely possible though care is needed. In Switzerland I understand
that vehicle insurance is invalid if winter tyres are not used in winter. And my son, who has
lived and worked there as a professional driver, tells me that most cars get through in most
situations. Winter tyres are the answer. All you need to do is be prepared to make the effort and
pay the price for them, dependent on how many days you expect them to be truly needed. I grew
up in Canada's north. I drive a manual rear wheel drive BMW. You need winter tires. The rubber
they are made from will not get hard in the cold which is how they maintain traction beyond the
grip of the tread. This however can create the illusion of grip which will be shattered when you
try to stop or turn. I lived in the UK for a while you tend to get very wet snow there are different
kinds of snow this will polish into ice very quickly under slipping all season tires. Spend the
money get the tires. Make sure you get both front and rear snow tires. I ski This is my only
vehicle. The secret I've been stuck once in , miles in a 3 series Both require winter tires for best
results in the snow, but the Mustang puts the BMW to shame in the snow for one simple reason
- traction lock differential posi-traction versus open differential. The BMW can only control slip
by braking the spinning wheel, whereas posi-traction seems to better control the power to both
rear wheels and seems better suited to dealing with poor traction situations. Thanks for that tip I
don't think anyone thought about doing that, great idea and thanks Anyway, thanks again and
I'll get straight on to it just in case, we did have snow here in April once in and it lasted for 3
days, total chaos, I ran out of bread and milk PS We spell Tires, Tyres No need to fit special

winter tires just replace all the run flats with regular all season tires. Run flats are useless once
they have been flatted, needing immediate replacement anyway. They were just a manufacturer
dodge to avoid having to furnish a spare tire thus saving them money by touting a new high
tech, though useless, replacement. You learn by driving under those conditions, and how to
enjoy your vehicle even in the throes of winter. In a few of EE states eg. Sweden, Norway,
French mountains, in the winter you must have snow chains, not winter tyres when you go to
certain areas, however NOT in the UK, we have snow in the south for a few days, in the north a
few weeks if lucky, some people invest in chains up there, but we are talking general terms here
BMW's not X or no snow chains or winter tyres, yes we all know about winter tyres I know, Iv'e
tried one in the snow PS great in the dry In European Union, if you don't have all year tyres or
winter tyres in winter, your car gets impounded. You do not have a clue on what you are talking
about. I live in an area where it snows heavily, and a large amount of the population here drives
BMW's, mostly the X-3 and X-'s. There is a reason why people who live in snowy areas buy
BMW's and that reason is not congruent with your off the wall comments. Sorry pal, go write an
article on a subject you actually know something about. Hi Redrook, clearly you have not a clue
what you are talking about, you must be a BMW driver But swapping run flats - winter for
summer and vice versa - is apparently not so easy, simple, straightforward as normal tyres. So
IF you want winter tyres, which many do, then a separate set of wheels is required. That
includes wheels as well, because they have different dimensions to the usual wheels. I'm not
sure about the dimensions being different. It may be because they are run flats, see below.
Complete nonsense. There is no need to buy different wheels. People buy winter wheels to
protect the summer ones, that's all. What do you mean "usual wheels"? There is no such thing.
You can put any tyre you like on any wheel. Runflats is the type of tyre, and has nothing to do
with the wheels, or the car, they just happen to be what BMW fit from the factory. As my family
has D ok it is xdrive but I know lots of people that own rwd bmw and the things you should learn
to do is drive and winter tires. There is a reason bmw does Winter driver training in Switzerland.
Nuff said! Winter Tyres even cheap ones will make a massive difference on a BMW. Basically it
drive on snow and climb hills with ease. My i has been great in snow with just good all season
tires, unless it is over 20 cm deep, I leave my 4wd at home for my commute. Otherwise you
should turn your dtc off in the snow and go play. Done miles in this snow in 3 days, only two
almost slip ups, one my own silliness, putting my foot down up a hill, but the car handled it well
with a small correction. What ive done, kg over the rear axle she's riding low , traction control
off on local roads when start stop,sport mode on and set off in 2nd. Great cars I'm impressed,
was half expecting it on its roof. I have a Tourer rear wheel drive using all round tyres on low
profiles 45 and i find it great fun in the snow I have owned lots of different model bimmers , I
agree, they are all useless in the snow. But they are a brilliant car in any other condition. I have
owned and driven most car makes in the uk, as I used to be in the motor trade and in my
opinion nothing is as good as a BMW. Ps, the 4x4 isn't just in case it snows if some foreigner
asks I've taking up shooting! I'm determined to try the snow straps I made 4 years ago, see
older posts And Mike, welcome aboard, you will see that sane people know they are crap in the
snow, whatever others say or think Hey Mike - thanks for your comment. If I need to go
anywhere today the front wheel drive diesel Clio will be taking me. I use my own non-slip
compensatory function by trying not drive like a wally. I have a BMW Series 1. It is useless when
there is more than a couple of millimetres of snow. I am old enough to remember when rear
wheel drive cars were the norm. They suffered from exactly the same problem, skidding all over
the place, abandoned in county lanes and at the bottom of hills. I am now retired. If I was still in
employment and needed a reliable vehicle I would not in a thousand years choose a rear wheel
drive car. Incidentally, when I purchased my BMW I asked the salesman about its performance
in winter, he told me about some sort of non-slip compensatory function that is built into the
car. My experience is that it does very little. I bought 16 x x 55 tyres. Same circumference so no
gearing or Speedo issues. Wheels from eBay. I'll let Mark respond to the latest post as I'm lying
on the floor in pain laughing But come on! Just buy winter wheels, should be a requirement to
drive in winter conditions anywhere. And by the way, I love driving my BMW in the snow,
traction control off, it's so much fun! Winter tires not all seasons I've been stuck once I've used
Dunlop Wintersports and Pirelli winter tires I am now looking at the Michellin X Ice 3's. I think
that is the general agreed conclusion plus BMW are designed to distribute the weight of the car
evenly across both axis, this is good for sport but no good in the snow. Wide flat tyres
especially on the rear where they are often wider is like a ski, rather than thin like a sled runner
which grips into the snow. So the best thing to do is as I have, bought a Renault Clio just for the
winter, extreme but it works, might need it this week. And anybody else on here who says..
Firstly your name really played he'll with my predictive text, took longer to force that in than
write this So good to hear your advice, yea I don't think anyone on here knew that, well apart

from the 20 other times it's been mentioned, and the detailed explanation I have on how it works
about 3 years ago, but thanks anyway. Clearly you either have an X 4x4, or winter tyres or live in
Australia, or all, we have been through this dozens of times and "we" defy anyone to drive and
control a STANDARD, reasonably new BMW in moderate snow safely, it is just not physically
possible. I am a very good experienced driver, as are dozens of others on here, I have tried it
twice now in extreme weather, both times I just went home as soon as I could slide it there We
know, snow tyres are the only real answer, if you read back you will learn s few things I'm
certain. Here's to thick snow this year, I've bought a Clio just for the 5 days of snow we might
get Cheers Dan Now it's funny you say xdrive tourer, good friend has one 2 years old and he
still plans to leave it at home if it snows If you read back you'll see I've made up some snow
straps I want to try, basically giant tie wrap that can thread through rim and over tyre, clip it
tight, 5 per r wheel, can be quick released, they are industrial use for hanging ventilation
ducting apparently Again we had some snow a couple of week back since I wrote this had about
a day of snow, didn't get stuck Does your car have the wider rears? That won't help Also your
car been a petrol is Alot more free revving than my sluggish diesel which helps with revs and
clutch control. Also yours is an msport model? Again the firmer suspension and I assume
bigger alloys and wider tyres won't help your car. I'm that happy with my car I'll be trading it in
for a new shape d xdrive tourer soon. Also is your car an older model which doesn't have as
good computer systems, my current d is a e I've got the i M and have used and tried turning off
the DTC and DCS 5 second push in the snow, yes it is a fraction better but we are talking about
trying to get the car off my drive Perhaps you've got a 4x4 as well and didn't know it, or are you
certain it's snow? I am hoping it snows down here on the south coast UK, well one day on a
Sunday will do just to try everything out again and have another play just to remind me how bad
it is, was I live in UK, Yorkshire at the bottom of a steepish hill especially to think about getting
up when covered in snow. Yet my d manual has never once got stuck any where in the snow
and I'm not one to shy away when it does snow. I don't use snow tyres or socks or put grit on
my wheels, all I do is press the dtc button keep hold of it for about 5 seconds and a different
icon appears which turns off everything not just the traction put it in 2nd gear and then just
clutch control and it just gives the right amount of slip to bite into snow and it soon gets into a
stride, once rolling press dtc button once and all systems turn back on and leave it in 2nd until
at the top of snowy hill The only time I have ever had trouble is getting the car to stop on snow,
but for Best results I use a low gear to keep revs high better engine braking and the brake pedal
very very lightly. Hope this helps some one out please remember to press dtc button once
moving as if depressed for the 5ish seconds it does literally turn off all safety systems except
stuff like air bags and means the car won't try auto correct and auto brake on individual wheels
if you go into a spin. Completely not true. Got in alot of snow and ice every winter. It snowed
40cm of snow this week in the area I live. No problem driving it where every other car goes.
Does it handle different? It does. But no problem going around. You know, this bit of sputter fits
into the endless arguments about FWD vs RWD in snow, and then there is the rest of the time.
Performance cars with performance setups, and performance rubber - AKA summer rubber - all
handle like heck in snow. And that includes FWD, I am sorry. People said Volvos were bad in
snow. Winter rubber and I am literally pushing snow with the bumper. Car is fine until it's simply
too deep. I find they will last about 7 years before needing to replace the rubber. Stiffer
suspension, wider wheels to float, more power, all kinds of things that make it a joy to drive. It
will also get away from you faster, if you don't pay attention, because they are sensitive cars,
especially the 3 and 5 series. It's still a heck of a lot better than my F dually without any weight
in the back, and I drive by SUVs sliding all over when I have winter tyres on. I honestly don't
understand the hate here. Get some wheel socks, if you don't want to spend the money on
winter rubber. Theya re cheap, and you shouldn't be driving that fast anyways if the roads are
that icky. If you ended up in a ditch, you had no clue about how to drive the car, and that's not
BMWs fault. IN the US, they will actually give a day's training including how to do complete s if
you buy a new car from them. That teaches you how to drive the car correctly. See how well
your little econo box Vauxhaul does against your maligned 1 series in the wet, or in the
summer. Guess whose wheels will be spinning, and whose won't? The BMW will leave you in
the dust. Big surprise. Sheesh, sometimes I do mountain climb challenges with the car on AS
touring rubber in light snow just to see what happens. Is it annoying if its a light? Yes, but a
little sand behind the wheel and 6 inches and you go. With winter rubber, it wouldn;t have been
a problem. And its still FUN. And the car still handles better than any econo box Toytoa. Winter
tires are the only way to go in any climate where the temperature even approaches freezing.
Winter tires have a HUGE advantage starting around 7 degrees C as the softer rubber
compound does not get hard like a hockey puck. Just drove km through 40cm of snow on
highways in Ontario and Wisconsin. No problems whatsoever. I have a Subaru too and I like the

fact that rear wheel drive in the BMW gives me hints that the pavement is getting slippery before
I need to use brakes. So many younger people have never driven a red vehicle. Not as good in
the snow but so very much better in all situations, not to mention tons more fun. It is the first
feature I look for in a car. But to be honest, it says it all, "I had to buy a second hand set of
wheels and tyres off eBay to be able to drive my very expensive BMW in the snow Hi Jack,
congrats on yr new car, so we will all wait in anticipation for the snow and perhaps when your at
work and can't get to your old land rover I personally can hardly wait for you to come back on
here and let us know your BMW snow experience, your apologies, your new understanding,
your humility for being such a dumb ase before the fact, you will return, the the always do. My
first three cars were rear wheel drive in the late fifties early sixties front wheel drive was rare.
Then we bought an old Landrover for the very bad weather. I have just taken delivery of a new
5series d sportI don' expect it to handle very well in icy conditions so I have kept my 20 year old
Range Rover. Best cars for the snow were the Sierra and Granada Scorpio 4x4's, the very best
forsafe driving in it and much improved roadholding in all conditions. Their viscous coupling
diffs were much superior to the other 4x4 cars such as Audi, Skoda, Subaru and so on, they
have systems that activate the second axle which usually causes a sudden change, the Ford
Ferguson system is continuously connected so works all the time. Winter tyres don't cost a
fortune and are excellent, just don't use the stupid run flat ones which are a rediculous price
just so the manufacturer doesn't have to provide a spare. Hi guys Anyway to Tommo the tosser,
yea fit winter tyres I guess someone never heard of the legendary ix Sounds to me like you just
want to bash on BMW Shame on you!! I just saw this in the "Also from Mark Ewbie" area. Too
funny! However, I can sympathize on the "run flat" tires. Had 'em on a van. What a nightmare in
the cold! We'd barricade the whale in the garage for almost the entire winter since, well, we're in
Chicago When I traded in the van, I got all-wheel drive. Lesson learned. Voted up and funny, of
course. Hope it's springtime where you are. Mmmmm - it appears a lot of people can neither
read the manual, drive their car or know the basics about tyres. In the UK there is no need to
buy snow tyres. For the last time - sporty rear wheel drive cars with summer performance tyres
do not perform well below 7 degrees. Small reminder - if you fit winter tyres - your summer tyres
aren't getting worn out at the same time - cos they are not on the car. Drving a car with summer
tyres in winter is like driving with defective brakes, there is a reason a lot of conti countries treat
this as an offence, inability to stop is hazarding other road users, pedestrians etc. We all agree
with you, but the question really is, do you fit winter tyres tires for a few days snow here in the
UK south or do you live with the inherent poor handling in the snow without, and just stick to
normal tyres. You see all the cars I've had before, without winter tyres, have never been good in
snow, but nothing compared to my BMW, and that's what gets people going Buy a BMW,
doesn't have to be to sporty, not 4 wheel drive, like mine a I M, if it snows and you can get it off
the drive with normal tyres, I'm certain Mark will hail you as good as a German driver Thanks for
your comments, they all add to the good banter in this blog. Clearly most people don't know
how to drive. My wife has had a i for 5 years rwd and it is one of the best cars we have had in
the snow except for our AWD cars. Often we will take the BMW when it is snowing instead of
our 4x4 F supercrew. We live in Canada and the only time we have any trouble is when we have
over a foot of snow and the car just gets hung up because the car doesn't have that kind of
ground clearance. When winter starts we put on snow tires add lb traction bags in the trunk
over the rear wheels. Once we do that the car is a beast. When the snow is really deep I shut the
traction control off so when the car spins I can keep the rpms up to plow through the snow. Try
reading the manual. Pressing the DSC button once briefly disables the giro and allows the car to
move around a bit more before cutting power to the the wheels. Glad you are OK Mary and
maybe there is more than a little wrong with British roads and our general inability to cope.
Forget winter tyres. I came off the road on Saturday in East Yorkshire and needed rescuing from
ditch. Car has fairly new winter tyres on which it had just been to Vienna then St Anton. Me and
car unscathed but now I know all about rear wheel drive and, sadly, will never feel the same
again about driving this lovely old lady. Have winter tyres on rented x1 sdrive, they weren't any
use on a moderate icy incline. Had to wait for the deinst and watch all the cheap cars pass me
by. BMW Traction control means you stop all traffic until you can try to slide gracefully
backwards off the road because its solution is to stop you completely in the center of the road. I
should have taken the skoda. It's better then most sedans. You need a full tank of gas to give
the rear end weight and a decent set of all seasons minimally summers won't cut it. I have
winters and have driven in every storm that has happened in southern Ontario and Calgary
Alberta. Lol SDean - point well made but a large number of those sporty BMWs are sadly bought
by rich people with no clue how to drive them. Perhaps the dealer should suggest a Corolla
Your next article should detail how the latest Corolla absolutely sucks for trackday use and the
MXV4 tires delaminated on lap 5 and the car understeered horribly compared to the Porsches,

BMWs and Lotuses Thanks SDean - my main beef is with BMW supplying a car with tires that
are not really suitable for winter driving. Most of us are not professional rally drivers - just trying
to drive to work and back. Thanks for your advice on widths - that is interesting. So, you do
realize BMW's are sports sedans right? They aren't econo-boxes with crap skinny tires and
horrible weight distribution. Your complaints are the equivalent of crying that a shovel doesn't
work good for hammering nails Wide tires float on snow. For snow use, I would recommend a
tire no wider than If you want to use the winter tires all year round, maybe put a on all 4 corners.
So they're saying bmw suck in winter? All I gotta say is a lot people must not know how to drive
because I live in the mountains an my bmw does fantastic. Sure the rear slides a little but what's
a little countersteer? Drove through a good 4" of snow or more on the road up mountains and
areas four wheel drives were gettin stuck on summer tread that had almost not tread. Got hung
up once because of my own fault playing around. Btw in the 4" or more didn't slip a tire. Just
take it slow and easy and your gravy.. Also driving a standard is a huge benifet in snow with a
rear wheel drive. Autos suck cause you get stuck. Lug itdown in 4th or 5th and be on your way.
Learn how to drive and a bmw is fantastic in the snow. With regard to the comments about
Winter tyres being an un-neccesary expense for 1 or 2 days of snow I don't think you are giving
this proper thought. You are not really understanding the key point of changing your tyres. That
is a fact. This is simply because Summer Tyres have less 'Silica' compound in them. This is the
stuff that keeps rubber soft in sub-zero temperatures. But just think about it You need to have
tyres on your car whenever you want to drive it, so I'm lucky enough to have the space in my
massive double garage for 2 spare sets 1 for mine and 1 for the wife's and once you make the
original 'Investment' for the extra wheels, the tyres don't cost any more. Alternatively, you could
try an 'All Round' tyre suitable for both summer and Winter use if you don't want the extra
expense of another set of wheels. All you who say a BMW or any other similar performance
RWD car are useless in the snow, have obviously never tried them in the snow. I point you to
this: 2 years ago when we had an early snow downfall 5 inches here in West Yorkshire it caught
a lot of people out. I had my winters on my CLS and managed to negotiate some slippery
inclines. I had to visit a sick elderly relative at the weekend and he lived on quite a steep road,
which by the weekend was not just covered in snow, but had a sheet of ice over the top of it. I
was in 2 minds whether to try to drive up it, but try I did. And slowly I made it in my CLS! He
couldn't get any traction, all 4 wheels were not making any difference on this slippery surface. I
watched his expression and he was in utter disbelief that a RWD had made it and his 4 wheel
drive was useless. His choice of vehicle was OK for the conditions but the choice of tyres,
completely unsuitable. It isn't the car which needs changing, it is the tyres. Get the point???
Interestingly the BMW is not the most likely car make to be in an accident in winter. BMW like
everyone else in the sporty market, tunes their cars for sporty summer performance cos that is
what sells. Thanks charmin99 - I thought I was an OK driver too till I tried to get a woman's one
series out of the middle of the road. Never knew a bit of icy camber could be so difficult to deal
with. Back in my Avensis and although slipping about a bit - the front-wheel drive made
everything a whole lot easier. This is hilarious, everyone has an opinion, but different The fact is
I've been driving for over thirty years, front wheel, rear wheel, four wheel you name it, and in the
snow, but not until did I get my i M did I know the real meaning of "catastropie in the snow" I do
know how to drive but when you can't get the car off your driveway which has the slightest of a
slope and a two inch dip where it meets the road, then you know you have met your match. Of
course without repeating myself time and time again, this is without winter tyres, yes we know
So please take my our word for it, rear drive, BMW in the snow, with fat flat normal tyres, driven
slow and careful, traction on or traction off, correct gear, slow revs, bit of handbrake, is just an
embarrassment. PS no, I'm not rich or mad, well not until next winter Just leran how go drive.
That being said I drove a mustang v6 in the winter for a month. It had winter tires and it was
completely hellish to drive. Throttle input became sideways motion and its excessive weight
made breaking Nearly impossible. I bought my BMW 3 series car in the winter, with stability
control off yet with abs and traction control still on this is very important it handles really well.
Really well. It has the perfect amount of over steer better in snow and it doesn't require gross
oversteer to fix any accidental drifts due to overzealous driving in poor conditions. I was in fact
convinced to purchase it in the snowy winter before ever driving in on a dry road. I do have
snow tires. Any issues with driving in the snow is not the fault of the vehicle, rather the driver.
BMW cars are driver cars and they respond to driver input. If you can't keep the car weighed
properly due to inexperience you'll be off the road fast in the winter. Cheers charmin99! It's you
guys who make it. I said my piece And yeah Although I will say this I turn off the traction control
if I'm driving up an incline, that gives me full control to spin the rear wheels instead of cutting
off the power The snow tires dig right through with the tires spinning. Just an update on the
SnoClaws I recently purchased, they were utterly disappointing. I even removed the tires to

ensure a tight and even fit as shown in the installation video to no avail. I would drive about 50
feet and you could hear the buckles slapping against the wheel well. Clearance wheel well to
SnoClaws was not a problem with the SnoClaws,, I got it to look identical to the video
demonstration, it's just that their buckle and strap mechanism just would not remain secured. I
guess the best alternative is to buy an extra set of wheels with snow tires installed and just use
them during the Winter. BTW, first time installation is a bear. You HAVE to install the SnoClaws
while the wheel is dismounted because it's almost impossible to trim the straps that are behind
the wheel with the little clearance that you have. I could barely reach behind the wheel let alone
trim the strips comfortably. It seems that some types may interfere with a vehicle's brake
calipers. Anyway, I hope you've checked for this problem. You can barely get the chains on an
M Sport? That's great news for me as I believe the SnoClaws should work on my car. I just have
a regular 3 Series with the sports package. It seems like it may have enough clearance. I haven't
received them yet so I can't say if I have a clearance problem or not. We haven't had another
significant snow storm either, just snow flurries. Will keep you posted. I can just about get the
chains on but have to do it from the side of the tyre towards front of car it is the M Sport so
suspension is a bit lower. This is why I came up with the straps through the spokes idea earlier
post but that was last year and no snow as yet to try them, hard choice, snow so I can try them
or no snow so I don't need to.. Very cool mikeyr - that is the rally style I was referring too. One
thing worth mentioning is the need to practice some of this stuff when and where it is safe, and
before you really need it. Mark Ewbie - Oh, ok, sorry about that. Anyway, to briefly summarize
what I absorbed from that web site, the trick to getting out of the snow, if you're stuck, is by
using the emergency brake as described in the "One Neat Trick" section. However, you need to
do it in the following way: 1 let off of the accelerator, 2 pull up on the emergency brake while
still depressing the locking button pull it up about halfway and then 3 ease into the accelerator.
You may have to play with the emergency a little to find that "sweet spot". I tried it this morning
as my car got stuck in the driveway because of ice and it worked! Not sure if it'll work in
somewhat more extreme conditions, though. Hey mikeyr - I am sorry but I can't allow the juicy
bits from that website because this site will see it as copied content. Original thoughts only
please. We just got hit by what they call an arctic blast twice this year. Weather is typically
better south of the Mason-Dixon line, but times are changing. Mikeyr, Just tried posting a long
question but seems to have disappeared, I'm very interested in how you get on with these snow
claws. Cheers from the snow free at the moment UK. I tried disabling both the DSC and DTC, as
I was trying to make it up a slight incline, in order to gain more control of my rear tires, but that
didn't work. Not only was there snow, about a couple of inches, but there was also some ice. My
i had "all season" tires, front and back, and it absolutely refused to make it up that slight incline.
I estimated the incline to be about 10 degrees. That would have been the perfect opportunity to
try that emergency brake trick where you transfer some of the tire rotation to the other tire due
to differential slip, but I just learned about it here. Snow tires sounds like a great solution, but
like you guys in the UK, it doesn't really snow that much in Maryland either to justify buying and
storing snow tires and wheels. Another solution would be to just buy a pair, or two, of snow tire
chains, but of the rubber type. I just placed my order today for a pair for the rear tires so I can't
say if it works or not. The "SnoClaws" offered on this web site seem to resolve the problem of
other snow tire chains that may interfere with your brake calipers. However, I won't know if it
works or not until after I receive it and until the next snowstorm, if we ever get any more this
year. In Maryland, USA it is legal to use snow chains, but they cannot damage the roads. The
SnoClaws would work well here. Living in Sweden we must by law have snow tires on. I do not
understand the problem of the "extra cost" of snow tires. Because of the change your summer
tires will last much longer so in the long run the overall cost will probably be about the same
apart from the cost of changing the tires. Driving with summer tires on ice or snow I would
never do. Only idiots do that and wonder why they smashed in a crossing when they could not
stop when needed. Also, do not buy wide winter tires. Buy narrower tires than the summer
ones. There are lots of manufacturers of rims and tires. I never buy original rims for the winter
tires but always the best brands on the tires as the quality is very different from the cheap ones.
Modern 4x4 is supperior to anything else but also needs winter tires during winter because
braking distance is the same no matter if you have rwd, fwd, awd. There are also big differences
in traction and performance of the 4x4 systems. Quattro is great, so is X-drive, so is subaru
system. Rav4, CRV, Lexus are not at all as good awd system but still better than fwd or rwd. If I
would choose between rwd and fwd in snow it would depend on the driving. If smaller roads not
high speed, I would prefer rwd much funnier cornering which tries your ability to have the
correct amount of gas to slide nicely through the curb but if it would be high speed driving on
highways for instance I would prefer the fwd as it is more stable and goes more straight,
especially when switching lane through snow string. All season tires I would never recommend.

Really can stop in the middle of a slope, pull away without any sliding at all. But it is also fitted
with Nokian R tires without any spikes which are developed for the nordic area. Of course on 17
inch non original rims. No need to move to 18 inch or 19 inch during winter time. Summer tires
are on 19 inch rims and wider. Nice one charmin99 - a Land Rover would be fun too. You could
rescue people in it. It is a hellish price to pay for just the occasional problems. I prefer the idea
of time off and just watch the snow fall. Well after all the helpful comments I've decided to go
buy some winter tyres if my snow straps don't work, earlier post, so let's see, hmm mm UK i M
Sport, 17" rims Hire of a 4x4 Land Rover 3. Enjoyed your comicals. I live in Minnesota,
commonly referred to as "Minnesnowta. I think what you need to do to run a RWD bimmer in an
environment that rarely gets snow is put all-season tires on. As much as I hate them, if you
aren't driving the car hard you don't need sticky summer rubber. The all seasons won't be quite
as good in the summer, but won't be nearly as terrible in the snow and cold. If you are planning
on being caught short then bring a funnel, attach a tube.. I have found the perfect solution, just
poke the tube out of the door and off you go. I only recommend this idea for a number 1. If you
plop in one of these then you're asking for trouble.. Thanks Earl. Next time I see a Beemer stuck
on a slight incline, rear wheels spinning and other drivers giving it the finger - I'll know who to
call. What a sad and shitty story. Driving Beemers is always fun, in every season! When you do
not appreciate driving a drivers-car, well, don't buy a drivers-car! Go buy a boring Prius or
Zafira! In Holland, nowadays it's quite common to buy winterwheels, also for fwd cars. Many
people purchasing RVs have no real camping experience, so RV campgrounds are being
inundated with requests for their people to do things that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV
owners need to learn how to perform their own site maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis
can be tricky but you can use a few simple techniques to diagnose the problem. American auto
manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very competitive, and, through
hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus, the American Muscle Car
was born. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you without your ride and, worst of all, with an
expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on the electronic fuel injection system
eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are eight simple tips to
help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV campers know what they need to do
to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy items that reflect your
personality. What type of helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is
how you can find free air, and also how to set your tire pressure for the best performance of
your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your car? You'd be surprised what you find out.
What happens behind the scenes will shock you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to
make a faster diagnosis. You can make some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East
German government released the horrible Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world.
You don't need a lot of money to start selling classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a
good price and then do it again. If you're thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to
know a few things beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to be had is from someone who
doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and when it happens can help you
diagnose your transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving.
Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive
History. Have Your Say. Related Articles. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Jerry Fisher. By
Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert
Taylor. By Mary Wickison. To some people, purchasing a RWD car to daily drive in a snowy
state may be a daunting thought. Having daily driven my i in Colorado for over 3 years now I
intend to share my experience driving in all different types of snowy conditions. This left me
searching for a solution that would enable me to drive my i in all conditions. All season tires
were also not an option, as I knew I would need a high performance summer tire for the dry
months to put down the power. Although, even if traction is not an issue for you with all season
tires, I would not recommend them for snowy conditions in a RWD BMW. I will write an
additional review down the road tailored more specifically to the tire and rim set up that I opted
for. For some brief background, I wanted a square set up that I could rotate the tires each
season. Additionally, a thinner tire with a larger sidewall is ideal for snowy and icy roads. With
that being said, lets dive straight into my experiences with my i in winter conditions. As winter
rolled around we got our first light dusting of snow that stuck to the roads. This was the ideal
test as living in Texas my whole life my experience driving in the snow was non-existent. Finally
as I found an open road I was able play around a bit and really test the traction. The stopping
time and distance was much shorter than I initially expected it would be. Now at a dead stop, I
applied a generous amount throttle and the traction control light was continually flashing as the
car struggled to accelerate quickly. After mustering up a bit more courage driving in the snow I
clicked the DCT button once; this allows the car to slide around a bit more and the traction

control will interfere less often. Again, from a dead stop, I applied heavy throttle and the car
accelerated with ease. The car slid a little bit with the traction control only engaging briefly if the
DTC system recognized the tires were losing too much traction. It was now evident that driving
with the traction control half engaged was ideal for my i; I must note that this also made the car
much more enjoyable to drive. As I came up to a sharp corner the turn-in was excellent; I eased
onto the throttle around the corner and amazingly the car did not under-steer or lose any
traction at all. Acceleration, braking, turn-in, and cornering stability were all impressive. The
grip was immense and I was now confident that my BMW would handle any snowy or icy
conditions with ease. Throughout my last 3 years in Colorado I had the opportunity to drive my i
around Colorado in all different types of road conditions. I drove up and down the steepest
mountain roads in icy conditions. The studless snow tires continued to amaze me with the
amount of grip they managed to gather up even on the slipperiest, steepest roads. Straight-line
acceleration and cornering under acceleration are definitely the weak points of the i due to the
lack of a LSD. However, there was still plenty of grip to get me through whatever nature threw at
the car. After riding in my various friends AWD cars most of whom had all-season tires it was
evident that my i was just as capable, if not more so. Braking is arguably the most important
aspect of driving in the snow or ice. As the saying goes, AWD will simply get you to places you
cannot get back from i. It will get you up the steep icy hill, but will not help your car successfully
brake down the hill. Before I bought my i I did extensive research about the benefits of snow
tires and understood that my car would likely get me through anything. However, it was hard to
truly believe that until I experienced it for myself in the i. The advances in tire technology and
compounds have made it possible for RWD cars to grip through almost anything. I did quite a
bit of research before buying my first set of snow tires. Even when it does snow the roads are
plowed rather quickly around the city. All in all, studless snow tires were the best all around
option for me. Neither car has felt unsafe to drive in any winter conditions experienced in
Colorado. If I were living off some quiet back-road at 9, feet elevation I would probably opt for
studded. However, studless snow tires will suffice for a majority of winter drivers. I tend to
agree with you, but of course I was tempted by the rave reviews online and from the techs at my
local tire shop for the Nokian Hakkapeliitta series tires, which come in both studded and
studless, and which seem poised to potentially upset Blizzak as the preferred winter tire for the i
and other performance RWD vehicles. Your email address will not be published. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Notify me of follow-up
comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Our site is dedicated to all things BMW
Tuning related. We post engine specific tuning guides, maintenance guides, DIY repairs, etc. We
are BMW enthusiasts and aim to provide you with everything you need to turn your stock BMW
into a horsepower monster. Our garage currently includes a i, i, and i. You can say we are
somewhat N54 fanatics. My i in the Snow As winter rolled around we got our first light dusting
of snow that stuck to the roads. Driving with DTC Engaged After mustering up a bit more
courage driving in the snow I clicked the DCT button once; this allows the car to slide around a
bit more and the traction control will interfere less often. Over the Years Throughout my last 3
years in Colorado I had the opportunity to drive my i around Colorado in all different types of
road conditions. Summary Before I bought my i I did extensive research about the benefits of
snow tires and understood that my car would likely get me through anything. Hi Alex, I did quite
a bit of research before buying my first set of snow tires. Regards, Zach. Regards, Alex. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search the site Privacy Policy.
Chuck Vossler. First, the Polar Vortex then Atlanta crippled by 2. So it hit me while I was doing
donuts in the snow at my local High School parking lot that now might be a good of time to
review winter driving settings on your BMW. The first and most obvious setting is leaving all the
electronic aids on. Those are, as of , federally mandated on all new cars. DSC can even
decrease the power to the wheel if it detects wheel slip. Add the all-wheel drive system and it
gets even more complex. Essentially what DSC means is no tail out drifting and no donuts in
the snow. DSC has the ability to sense if you are about to spin the car and intervene again by
monitoring the yaw of the car, the input of the steering wheel and the gas pedal. This means you
could come to a complete halt if trying to power up a snowy hill with the powered wheels
kicking up snow rooster tails. Losing momentum is the decisive factor. Sometimes in snow, you
need a little or even a lot of wheel spin to get up the hill. One punch on the console of the DTC
button and now some wheel slip is possible. In fact, in the BMW Owners Manual, this is the
method that BMW recommends if you need to be spinning your wheels in snow or gravel
conditions to get up the hill. Another example would be if you are stuck and need to rock the car
back and forth to get out. ASC, short for Automatic Stability Control, works on the driven
wheels only and uses brakes primarily, Newer versions could decrease the power to the driven
wheels. I found it useful to use on a race track with my race-ready E36 M3 until I learned that it

decreases power on oversteer which I had dialed in on my M3. Dynamic Stability Control was
introduced in the E46 3 Series in The secret function beyond DTC is everything off. This is
achieved by pushing the DSC button for just over 10 seconds. This fun setting comes with no
acronyms and no save-your-ass interventions. Not condoned by us, of course. Modern BMWs
come with some of the best stability controls in the business that help maintain control of your
car even in the most adverse circumstances occurred during driving. However, there are times
when it is helpful and even downright fun, to get into other settings such as DTC and
everything-that-normally-saves-your-ass off. The most applicable circumstance of which is
heavy snow, low speed and low traction scenarios. BMW i7. Continue Reading Below. Facebook
Twitter Email. You may also like. More from Interesting. Videos See all. F82 M4 vs. E92 M3 V8 21
February How to unlock and start your BMW with a dead key fob 8 February About Advertise
Contact. Nico DeMattia. Today is Halloween. Wow, that got here fast. It seems like only
yesterday it was summer and 92 degree outside. But summer is no longer here and the warm
weather is quickly fading. Before we know it, it will be Thanksgiving and downright cold. Then
December will get here and it will be freezing, depending on where you live, of course. In many
parts of the country, and the world, with the winter months comes snow and truly bad weather.
The kind of weather that makes even short drives to the store not worth it. BMWs have a sort of
bad reputation for winter driving. But proper tires and knowledge of snow driving can get
almost any car through a decent snow storm. Trust me, I once drove through an entire New
Jersey winter with a rear-wheel drive E36 i with awful-for-winter Dunlop summer tires and got
stuck a total of one time. The driver matters most. Having said that. There are better cars for
winter than others and not all BMWs are created equal in that respect. There are just some
BMWs that I flat-out would not want to drive when the ground becomes frozen. An M4 is one of
those cars. But there are BMWs that are far better and that can actually be fun when the ground
turns white. BMW X5 xDrive35d. Its xDrive system is also pretty handy when the road gets
slippery. The xDrive35d is the one to get for bad weather areas, though. Its torquey diesel
engine will help tremendously and start up every time, no matter how cold it gets. Good winter
tires are a necessity for the X5, but equipped with the proper tires, an X5 xDrive35d should be
plenty fine for the average driver in some pretty bad snow. Its xDrive system will help it keep
traction in powder and will even allow some tail-out shenanigans when you have the chance. I
would also choose the i over the d, because the petrol engine would be a bit more fun, even
though the torquey diesel would be a bit better suited to snow driving. And the reason for the
wagon choice over the sedan is that it allows for more practicality for gear for skiing or any
other winter activities. Now if only BMW would give us a manual option with it. But winter tires
are always recommended when snow starts to fall. Its incredibly light body means that it can
just hop over snow like a mountain goat. Also, its electric torque means that it can put smooth
power down instantaneously. Especially with those skinny tires. However, the wheels of the i3
are very tall, giving each tire a decently large contact patch. So if careful, the i3 can actually be
pretty good in the snow. However, this is only the case with very good winter tires. Good tires
mean everything for winter driving and especially so on the i3. Plus, if you get the right winter
tires, you can have some rear-drive fun without much fear. BMW d xDrive. A luxury sedan with
all-wheel drive and proper tires will do just fine in all but the most extreme conditions. It has an
excellent chassis with great steering and fantastically stable suspension. But good winter tires
will make it excellent in snow as opposed to just adequate and when safety is in question, you
never want adequate. But the d xDrive will fair better than the i wagon because of its more
supple suspension and luxurious handling. So it will be safer and more stable, but it still has
sharp enough dynamics to save your butt if necessary. BMW X1 xDrive28i. We testing it in some
pretty rough terrain in Mexico and it took a serious beating without batting an eye. Equipped
with the proper tires and the X1 will surprise many Jeep enthusiasts. The X1 can hang in the
snow, I promise, and it will actually be fun, too. BMW i7. Continue Reading Below. Facebook
Twitter Email. You may also like. More from Interesting. Videos See all. F82 M4 vs. E92 M3 V8 21
February How to unlock and start your BMW with a dead key fob 8 February About Advertise
Contact. Run-flat tires were the right choice for my situation, especially since this car has no
spare tire. Even with a roadside car service, a flat tire will mean that the vehicle would have to
be towed to a nearby tire shop. If a puncture occurs with the Bridgestone DriveGuard tires, â€¦.
Run-flat and non-run-flat winter tires are also available in this size. This is typically done to get a
larger contact patch and for an improved cosmetic appearance. Are performance tires better
than factory tires? How much can they really make a difference? Each set of tires was mounted
on a BMW E92 i coupes that were then driven along a 6. The PZero Nero All Season tires shot to
the 1 spot with excellent road manners and good overall traction, though steering response
lagged just a bit. This tire is a great choice as we've testedâ€¦. Base modelâ€¦. Tires becoming
worn on the inside edge is a common problem many sport car drivers encounter. What causes

this damage to the tires? A sports car is designed to go around corners faster, more confidently
andâ€¦. The BMW F30 can minus size down to a 16" wheel and the F30 can minus size down to a
17" wheel. We offer an assortment of product options catered specifically to BMW customers.
Tire Rack tested tires from the Ultra High Performance All-Season category collecting fuel
economy data during our Real World Road Ride -- a test drive on a circuit of highway and
county roads in Indiana. The fuel economy results for the tires we tested are shownâ€¦.
Standard Touring All-Season tires focus on ride comfort and long treadwear on lower speed
rated tires. We like to play with our tires. Not only does it make our job fun, it gives us the ability
to really get to know a tire. And the more we know an individual tire, the easier it is for us to
help you find the perfect set. Tire Rack was able to compl
1996 astro van
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ete tire testing on low rolling resistant tires. Unfortunately, we were not able to use our usual
BMW E92 i test cars because of tire sizing, Instead, we made a switch to the Toyota Prius, which
enabled me to get about 28 mpg better than my personal vehicle! Check outâ€¦. Need help
choosing the right product for your vehicle? Our team of highly trained experts has the
knowledge and passion to help. Just pick up the phone and give us a ring. Our experts love
solving problems and lending a hand or ear. Why Tire Rack? Order Tracking Customer Support.
Tires For Bmw i. If you are seeing this message, we have detected that Javascript support is
currently disabled in your browser preferences. Search By Vehicle. Search By Tire Size. Advice
Videos 1. All Related Products: Brz Snow Tires. Why do tires wear on the inside? Which type of
tire has the best fuel economy? Hybrid Tires for your Vehicle Tire Rack was able to complete
tire testing on low rolling resistant tires. Previous 1 2. Powered by.

